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Reflex has set itself the goal of supporting you with well 
thought-out solutions. Whatever job you need doing in 
water supply engineering, why not put your trust in our 
comprehensive range of products and accompanying tailored 
services? We will ensure that your decision to opt for Reflex 
is the right one in every respect – from advice and design to 
installation and ongoing operation.

Reflex's mission is embodied in the company's slogan: 
“Thinking solutions”. Reflex's strength is to think in terms 
of solutions. Reflex develops ideas that help you to move 
forward based on decades of experience, in-depth technical 
understanding and intimate knowledge of the industry!

We are only satisfied when you are.
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In this brochure, we wish to present Reflexomat and Variomat 
pressurisation systems and the associated Reflex Control concept. 
Discover the very latest dynamic pressure maintenance solutions 
that will open up uncompromisingly well-developed, project-based 
solutions for an exceptionally wide range of applications. 

We make sure that everything fits

Heating, cooling and hot water supply systems – the demands 
on supply equipment are varied and complex. Pressure 
maintenance in high-output systems, automatic monitoring 
and “ultra-narrow” to be “close tolerance band setting limits”. 
 Reflex therefore offers pressurisation systems that provide 
for the ultimate in precision and functionality when used 
individually or combined with other product ranges.
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The benefits of dynamic pressure maintenance

Pressurisation systems are the further development of traditional diaphragm expansion 
vessels with a static pressurised cushion of air. The principle differs by the use of an 
additional control unit, with which volumes in an adjacent vessel can be changed and 
used highly efficiently. This results in three key benefits:

1.  Almost the entire volume of the expansion vessel can be used to accommodate 
expansion water. The size of the vessel can be reduced to one third compared with 
diaphragm expansion vessels. This benefit results in a significant saving of space 
and specifically in larger system installations.

2.  The working pressure can be set on the control and maintained relatively constant. 

3.  The control unit opens up all the possibilities of automated, monitored operation. 
This is often the decisive reason for the use of a pressurisation system even with 
small outputs of from around 100 kW.

With dynamic pressure maintenance a differentiation is essentially made between 
two systems:

1.  Systems in which pressure on the gas side of the vessel is controlled by a 
compressor. This form of pressure maintenance is provided by the Reflex 
Reflexomat range. 

2.  Systems in which pressure on the water side is controlled by pumps. These systems 
are known as Reflex Variomat systems.

Pressurisation systems
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The benefits of dynamic pressure maintenance

Compressor-controlled pressure maintenance: 
Reflexomat

When the set pressure is exceeded, the overflow valve opens 
and releases air from the expansion vessel. Due to the drop 
in pressure, water flows from the system into the expansion 
vessel.

If pressure falls below the set pressure, the compressor 
switches on and pumps air into the air side of the expansion 
vessel, forcing water into the system.

Additional units for water make-up and degassing can be 
added to the Reflexomat. The possibility of the intelligent 
integration of a water make-up and degassing system is 
incorporated into the Reflex Control.

Pump-controlled pressure maintenance:
Variomat

When the set pressure is exceeded, the overflow valve opens 
and allows water to overflow from the system into the 
expansion vessel. 

When the pressure falls below the set pressure, the pump 
switches on and pumps water from the expansion vessel into 
the system.

In the Variomat atmospheric degassing forms an integral 
function, where system media entering the vessel degasses and 
the gas is then released via a special fitting. This function can 
also be set via control software on commissioning. 

The make-up is also part of the performance range. If the water 
level falls below an assigned level a 240 V signal output is 
activated to a installed device for filling into the vessel. The 
signal is then deenergised when set level reached.

Control

C V M

Control

P V

Make-up water



Reflex pressurisation systems at a glance
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Reflex pressurisation systems always consist of a control unit, hydraulic system and 
one or more vessels. An almost limitless number of individual solutions can be 
developed by the wide range of coordinated components and the extremely precise 
control concept. For office buildings with heat outputs of 100 kW or higher, as well as 
for combined heat and power plants with up to 300 MW, for hot water up to 250 °C 
or cooling water down to –10 °C, for low-rise buildings with a static height of up to 
10 m and high-rise buildings up to a height of 200 m, as well as for complex hydraulic 
systems.

Pressurisation systems

Reflex Control - the new control unit

Compact design, ease of operation and the highest degree of functionality getting to 
the heart of the new Reflex Control unit. All functional elements are clearly arranged 
and easily accessible. The entire control electronics is protected by a housing with 
a well thought-out wiring design, resulting in a space-saving, free-standing system 
that sets new benchmarks in dynamic pressure maintenance. The new control scheme 
is rounded off by two versions of innovative control systems.

Control Touch:
• Intuitive operation by touch display
• Simply structured plain text menus including operating instructions and help texts
•  Integrated control of pressure and degassing (where fitted) and controlled water 

make-up
• Permanent display of the most important operating statuses
• Intelligent plug & play function management
• Evaluation and storage of the most important operational data
•  Extensive interfaces (including: 1 x input for floating digital contact water meter, 

2 x volt free outputs, 2 x analogue parameterisable outputs for pressure and level, 
2 x RS 485, ports for Bluetooth module, HMS networks and KNX module as well as 
an SD card)

• Master-slave operation and group operation optionally available

Control Basic:
The Control Basic is used with the smallest Reflexomat and Variomat units. This 
simplified range has a key-based operation and features a 2-line LCD display. It has a 
floating collective error signal and an RS 485 interface, as well as a floating input for 
a digital contact water meter, otherwise its construction is identical to that of the 
Touch version.

Top-quality vessels

All the vessels for Reflex pressurisation systems are, of course, CE type-tested. The 
diaphragms used comply with the requirements of DIN EN 13831. They have been 
manufactured in accordance with the highest technical standards and guarantee 
an absolutely secure diffusion barrier, i.e. a consistently closed system towards the 
atmosphere. 



Detailed product information can be 
found on pages 14-27.

Reflex pressurisation systems at a glance
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Reflexomat and Reflexomat Compact (compressor-controlled)

Vessels: 
•  Nominal volume of Reflexomat 200 – 5,000 litres,  

Reflexomat Compact 200 – 500 litres 

Control unit: 
• Pressure maintenance with 1 or 2 compressors (>2 on request)
• Overflow valve
• Control Touch or Basic
• Water make-up control
• Non-standard systems >105 °C in accordance with EN 12953
• Master/slave (optional)

Variomat (pump-controlled)

Vessels: 
•  Nominal volume of 200 – 10,000 litres, non-standard sizes up to 20,000 litres  

on request

Control unit:
• Combined unit for pressure maintenance using 1 or 2 pumps
• Atmospheric degassing
•  Overflow valves in the form of motorized ball valves with patented circuitry for 

automatic hydraulic balancing
• Soft-start for pumps (with the Variomat 2)
• Water-make up included
• Non-standard systems >105 °C in accordance with EN 12953
• Master/slave (optional)

Variomat Giga (pump-controlled, for particularly high outputs and 
pressures)

Tanks:
•  Nominal volume of 1,000 – 5,000 litres, non-standard sizes up to 20,000 litres  

on request

Control unit:
• Combined unit for pressure maintenance with 2 pumps (on request)
• Atmospheric degassing
•  Overflow valves in the form of motorized ball valves with patented circuitry for 

 automatic hydraulic balancing
•  Minimum pressure maintenance with mini pressure limiter and additional s 

olenoid valve
•  Non-standard systems for securing temperatures of >105 °C in accordance with 

EN 12953 and TRD 604 page 2 and >PN 16
• Soft-start for pumps (with the GS 1.1)
• Water-make up included
•  Master/slave and network switching  

(optional)



Networked solutions for dynamic pressure maintenance
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The benefits of pressurisation systems really come into their own in networked solutions. Either individually or combined with 
other Reflex products, they reveal their innate strength. They can be combined offering the freedom to create efficient, project 
and customer-specific solutions.

The following examples are shown both with the compressor-controlled Reflexomat with additional components and with 
the pump-controlled Variomat as a combined unit, significantly highlighting the functionality of the individual systems and 
comparable with regard to the requisite demands placed on the system. Specific projects always require a precise design.  
Refer to pages 12/13 of this brochure for more information on Reflex design support.

Pressurisation systems

Safer if required: The optional 
diaphragm rupture sensor is 
available for all Reflexomat and 
Variomat systems.

With temperatures of over 70 °C 
or below 0 °C, an in-line vessel 
protects the diaphragm in the 
Reflexomat and the Variomat 
vessel.

The Variomat used where pressure maintenance with an 
accuracy of ± 0.2 bar with integral atmospheric degassing.

The Reflexomat fully reveals its strengths when it comes 
to pressure maintenance: with an accuracy of ± 0.1 bar, 
it works accurately in close tolerance dynamic pressure 
maintenance.

 Pressure maintenance

with the Reflexomat with the Variomat



More networked solutions for 
Reflexomat and Variomat are outlined 
on the following double-page.

Networked solutions for dynamic pressure maintenance
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  Pressure maintenance and water make-up

Fillset Contact with system 
separator and contact water 
meter and Fillsoft for water 
softening

With the Variomat, water can be made up directly into 
the de-pressurised expansion vessel. The Fillset water 
make-up fitting is the ideal component for this and can 
be installed directly in the water make-up pipe, fitted with 
a system separator and water meter. The Fillset Contact 
is additionally fitted with a contact water meter. The use 
of a Fillsoft, simply installed between the Fillset and the 
 Variomat, is recommended for feeding in a defined hard-
ness of water. Alternatively, a Fillcontrol Auto can be used 
regardless of the pressure of the water make-up network.

The Fillcontrol Auto + Fillsoft is the ideal system for water 
make-up directly into the system, independently of the 
pressure, producing a compact stand-alone system for 
pressure maintenance and water make-up when combined 
with a Reflexomat pressure maintenance system.

At sufficient water make-up pressure, responsibility for the 
task can also be assumed by the solenoid valve and the 
ball valve, or the Fillset and the Fillsoft.

with the Reflexomat with the Variomat
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Pressurisation systems

Networked solutions for dynamic pressure maintenance

 Pressurisation, water make-up and degassing

The Reflexomat creates the perfect basis for combining 
an individual, precisely working system solution. The 
extremely precise pressure maintenance can be directly 
linked via the Reflex Control to the Servitec vacuum spray-
tube degassing system for water make up. Water is thus 
automatically added and the water contained and the 
make-up water is almost completely degassed. Combined 
with a Fillsoft softening system, this creates the ideal 
prerequisites for a highly efficient system. 

The Variomat reveals its strength as a combined unit in 
networked solutions. A Fillset water make-up fitting is 
used for the addition of make-up water. If the gas content 
in the system is to be kept extremely low, a Servitec 
vacuum spray-tube degassing system can be added to 
the system.

Servitec vacuum spray-
tube degassing combined 
with a Fillset for water 
make-up and Fillsoft for 
water softening. Network-
ing is provided by Reflex 
Control units.

The Servitec spray-tube 
degassing system used as 
a non-standard system for 
especially large networks. 
Networking is provided by 
Reflex Control units.

Fillset Contact with system 
separator and water meter 
for incorporation into the 
water make-up line.

with the Reflexomat with the Variomat
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Networked solutions for dynamic pressure maintenance

Efficiency of degassing techniques 

Two different degassing techniques are used here in the examples shown, which differ from each other in terms of function 
and efficiency. 

The Variomat degasses at atmospheric pressure. This technique ensures that the critical gas concentration is never 
exceeded and operational malfunctions due to free gas bubbles are avoided. 

The Servitec vacuum degasser works by extracting dissolved gas from the media by vacuum and then pass this degassed 
media back into the system. The degassed water can formally absorb gas pockets throughout the entire circuit by dissolving 
the free gas that occurs and transporting it in the water stream until it is degassed. The benefit of installing a vaccum 
degasser greatly improves thermal transfer, pump flow rates, mechanical seals, boiler protection and better efficieny to 
many parts of installed network.

System networking with Reflex Control 

The Reflex Control concept ensures that pressure maintenance, water make-up and degassing can be flexibly and simply net-
worked. Other components in addition to those described on page 6 are available with Reflex I/O and bus modules to provide all 
the requisite interfaces for exacting demands, for instance in hydraulically complex systems with heating and cooling or integra-
tion into building control systems.

Group cabling of control units
Master-slave operation: 
Up to 10 control units can be connected in hydraulically complex 
systems, with a master control unit taking over control of all 
slave units.

Extended performance: 
Two control units can also be equally connected in parallel. Thus, 
for example, two Standard Variomat Giga, each with 30 MW, can 
be combined to produce an overall system providing 60 MW.

I/O module
An I/O module can be connected via the Reflex Control's RS 485 
interface, additionally providing 2 analogue and 6 digital inputs 
and 6 floating, freely programmable outputs. 

Bus modules
Reflex offers suitable bus modules for simple connection of the 
Control unit via the RS 485 interface for integration into a range 
of different bus systems, such as Profibus, Ethernet and LonWorks.

Control E

Control B

Control Control



Made-to-measure design: 
With the Reflex Pro calculation program

Take the easiest route to correct design and sizing: Reflex Pro is 
the proven, continuously developed software solution you can 
use to quickly and simply achieve precise results. The software 
is available in three versions and we also offer a CAD library of 
our products for integration into your construction programs.

Visit www.reflex.de/pro for further information and the option 
of downloading free of charge.

Our service numbers

How can we help you? Please contact the relevant service num-
ber to ensure that you find the right person to deal with your 
inquiry as quickly as possible.

Technical hot line 
For all questions about our products
Monday to Friday from 8.00 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. 
+49 2382 7069-9546 

Reflex customer service 
To order repairs, maintenance and commissioning
Monday to Friday from 8.00 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. 
+49 2382 7069-9505

Central phone number
For general inquiries, to order brochures, contact a business 
partner or responsible field sales engineer 
Monday to Friday from 8.00 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. 
+49 2382 7069-0
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Pressurisation systems

Count on us - from the initial id ea to the solution.

Reflex offer a range of services to assist you in finding the solution that best suits your needs. Take advantage of our combined 
expertise and experience to develop professional solutions together, down to the last detail.



Our product literature - designed to be used

Make sure your decisions about all your future steps are based 
on solid foundations – with Reflex product information you will 
find everything you need to know about products and systems 
in our brochures and at www.reflex.de. Well arranged and clearly 
explained – from the wider context to technical details.

Request the latest Reflex brochures directly from your Reflex 
field sales engineer, via our central phone number or – even 
simpler – online as PDFs at www.reflex.de.

Our field sales team - always on the road for you

Our Reflex field sales team is your first point of contact when 
you need professional advice on site. From recommending rel-
evant products to design and support in the preparation of a 
tender. You can rely on our experts!

Call our central phone number or check out www.reflex.de un-
der Contact Us to find the field sales representative responsible 
for your region.

13

Count on us - from the initial id ea to the solution.
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Technical data
Pressurisation systems

Reflexomat – compressor-controlled dynamic pressure maintenance

Reflexomat with RS 300/1 control unit and RG 1000 basic vessel

•  A Reflexomat always consists of the control unit and the expansion 
vessel

•  For systems using Controller 90/1 to 600 l vessel volume, the controller 
is mounted with the compressor on the vessel

•  Larger expansion volumes can be implemented, both in accordance with 
large vessels as well as through a serial circuit of a basic tank and one 
or several secondary vessels

•  Reflexomat systems are also available without a compressor, if a 
compressed air supply is available on-site
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•  Compact compressor-controlled pressurisation system for 
heating and cooling water systems

•  Approval in accordance with the Pressure Equipment 
Directive 97/23/EC

• Membrane according to DIN EN 13831
• Max. excess operating pressure 6 bar
• Max. flow temperature 120 ºC*
• Max. operating temperature 70 ºC**
• Max. ambient temperature 0–45 ºC
• Degree of protection: IP 54
• With Control Basic
• Power supply 230 V
• Common fault and RS 485 interface

Type Article no. Ø D
mm

H
mm

h
mm

System connection Weight 
kg

RC 200 8806405 634 1320 135 R 1 52.0
RC 300 8801705 634 1620 135 R 1 69.0
RC 400 8802805 740 1620 135 R 1 80.0
RC 500 8803705 740 1745 135 R 1 93.0

Commissioning (optional) by Reflex Customer Service  
* According to maximum possible setting value - temperature control 105 ºC, in accordance with DIN EN 12828
**  Installation in the system's return line, diaphragm load of expansion vessels max. 70 ºC. Please consult us for permanent temperatures of ≤ 0 ºC.

Ø D

h

H

Reflexomat Compact



Technical data
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Reflexomat control units

Wall mount

•  Compressor-controlled pressurisation system for heating and cooling water systems
• Max. system flow temperature 120 ºC*
• Max. system operating temperature 70 ºC**
• Max. ambient temperature 0–45 ºC
• Degree of protection: IP 54
• Power supply 230 or 400 V
•  1 x volt free common fault and RS 485 output 90/1 Control Basic 

2 x volt free outputs (common fault/min. water level) and  
2 x RS 485 outputs Control Touch

• Control Touch from RS 150 as standard
• Control Touch:  graphic menu display, permanent display of the operating parameters, 

extensive interfaces, e.g. for control panel connection, remote 
monitoring and system expansion

• Control Touch is also available for RS 90

•  For user-friendly installation of the RS control unit in conjunction with RG 800 basic vessels 
(observe installation height H/HG)

•  Incl. 3 m long connection hoses

Article no.: 7881900 

Type Article no. Height
mm

Width
mm

Depth
mm

Weight
kg

Compressor

RS 90/1 8880111 415 395 520 21.0 Up to 600 l RS 90/1 
on the basic tank

RS 90/1 8880211 690 395 345 25.0 From 800 l RS 90/1 
adjacent

RS 150/1 8880311 920 395 600 28.0

adjacent
RS 300/1 8880411 920 395 700 34.0
RS 400/1 8880511 920 395 700 51.0
RS 580/1 8880611 920 395 700 102.0

Type Article no. Height
mm

Width
mm

Depth
mm

Weight
kg

Compressors

RS 90/2 8882100 920 1225 800 33.0

adjacent
RS 150/2 8883100 920 1225 800 45.0
RS 300/2 8884100 920 1225 800 61.0
RS 400/2 8885100 920 1225 800 95.0
RS 580/2 8886100 920 1225 800 197.0

RS control unit with 1 compressor

RS control unit with 2 compressors

Voltage 230 V/50 Hz; from RS 150 400 V/50 Hz

* according to highest possible setpoint - temperature control 105 ºC, in accordance with DIN EN 12828
** Installation in the system's return line, diaphragm load of expansion vessels max. 70 ºC. Please consult us for permanent temperatures of ≤ 0 ºC.

H

DB
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Technical data
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Reflexomat vessels

Commissioning (optional) by Reflex Customer Service
Single-compressor system Article no.: 7945600
Two-compressor system Article no.: 7945630

Ø D

H

h 1

Type
6 bar 

h
mm

Article no. h 1
mm

Article 
no.

Ø D
mm

H
mm

Connection HG*
mm

Weight 
kg

200 115 8799100 155 8789100 634 970 R 1 1350 42.8
300 115 8799200 155 8789200 634 1270 R 1 1650 60.7
400 100 8799300 140 8789300 740 1255 R 1 1640 69.4
500 100 8799400 140 8789400 740 1475 R 1 1860 78.7
600 100 8799500 140 8789500 740 1720 R 1 2110 90.1
800 100 8799600 140 8789600 740 2185 R 1 – 110.3

1000 195 8650105 305 8652005 1000 2025 DN 65 – 308.6
1500 185 8650305 305 8652205 1200 2025 DN 65 – 328.0
2000 185 8650405 305 8652305 1200 2480 DN 65 – 380.0
3000 220 8650605 334 8652505 1500 2480 DN 65 – 795.0
4000 220 8650705 334 8652605 1500 3065 DN 65 – 1188.0
5000 220 8650805 334 8652705 1500 3590 DN 65 – 1115.0

10 bar
350 190 8654000 190 8654300 750 1340 DN 40 – 230.0
500 190 8654100 190 8654400 750 1600 DN 40 – 275.0
750 180 8654200 180 8654500 750 2185 DN 50 – 345.0

1000 165 8651005 285 8653005 1000 2065 DN 65 – 580.0
1500 165 8651205 285 8653205 1200 2055 DN 65 – 800.0
2000 165 8651305 285 8653305 1200 2515 DN 65 – 960.0
3000 195 8651505 310 8653505 1500 2520 DN 65 – 1425.0
4000 195 8651605 310 8653605 1500 3100 DN 65 – 1950.0
5000 195 8651705 310 8653705 1500 3630 DN 65 – 2035.0

RG basic vessel
RF secondary vessel 
(optional)

* Height, including control unit on the vessel (from 200–600 l)

Ø D

HHG

H

hh
A A

• Control Touch from RS 150 as standard
• Max. ambient temperature 0–45
• Replaceable butyl diaphragms in accordance with DIN EN 13831
• Power supply 230 or 400 V
•  1 x volt free common fault and RS 485 output 90/1 Control 

Basic 
2 x volt free outputs (common fault/min. water level) and  
2 x RS 485 outputs Control Touch

• Control Touch:  graphic menu display, permanent display of the 
operating parameters, extensive interfaces, e.g. 
for control panel connection, remote monitoring 
and system expansion

Reflexomat 200 – 600 RG basic vessel RF secondary vessel
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Accessories
Pressurisation systems

Reflexomat control unit without compressor (for on-site compressed air)

Solenoid valve for feed-in of on-site, oil-free compressed air (fitted ready-to-
connect in the RS 90/1 control unit without compressor)

MV ¼   Article no.: 7913000 

Type Article no. H/W/D (mm)* Weight (kg)*
up to 600 l RS 90/1  8881100 415/395/520 9.0
above 800 l RS 90/1  8881105 690/395/345 9.0

* without compressor

I/O modules 

•  Two analogue outputs for controlling pressure and level 
•  Six freely programmable digital inputs 
•  Six freely programmable floating outputs 
•  Voltage supply 230 V/50 Hz 

Article no.: 8858405 

•  Signals in the event of diaphragm rupture in Reflexomat vessels, Refix DT, DE and 
Reflex G from 60 litres 

•  Consisting of an electrode relay and an electrode (factory-fitted)
•  Voltage supply 230 V/50 Hz
• Floating output (changeover switch)
•  Recommended 1 device for each vessel 

Article no.: 7857700 

Diaphragm rupture detector
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Master-Slave Connect

Bus modules

•  Software modification for operating up to 10 Reflexomats in a hydraulic group to a 
distance of 1000 m 

Article no.: 7859000

•  For data exchange between the control (RS 485) and the central building  
control system

•  Voltage supply 230 V/50 Hz

LonWorks Digital Article no.: 8860000
LonWorks Article no.: 8860100
Profibus-DP Article no.: 8860200
Ethernet/Modbus Article no.: 8860300
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Pressurisation systems

Variomat – pump-controlled dynamic pressure maintenance

•  Approval in accordance with the Pressure Equipment 
Directive 97/23/EC

•  Variomat controller VS 1 with Control Basic 
•  From Variomat controller VS 2 with Control Touch and soft 

start (alternatively, also available for VS 1)
• Max. flow temperature 120 ºC*
• Max. operating temperature 70 ºC**
• Max. ambient temperature 0–45 ºC
• Sound level approx. 55 dB
• Degree of protection: IP 54
• Water make-up connection Rp ½
• Pump/overflow valve connection Rp 1/Rp 1
•  1 x volt free common fault and RS 485 output PS/1 Control 

Basic 
2 x Volt free outputs (common fault/min. water level) and  
2 x RS 485 outputs Control Touch

Type Article no. p0

bar
Height

mm
Width
mm

Depth
mm

Basic tank Weight 
kg

VS 1 8910100 ≤ 2.5 680 530 580 2 x G 1 25.0
VS 2-1/60 8910200 ≤ 4.8 920 470 730 2 x G 1 33.0
VS 2-1/75 8910300 ≤ 6.5 920 530 640 2 x G 1 35.0
VS 2-1/95 8910400 ≤ 8.0 920 530 640 2 x G 1 37.0

Type Article no. p0

bar
Height

mm
Width
mm

Depth
mm

Basic tank Weight 
kg

VS 2-2/35 8911100 ≤ 2.5 920 700 780 2 x G 1 ¼ 54.0
VS 2-2/60 8911200 ≤ 4.8 920 700 780 2 x G 1 ¼ 58.0
VS 2-2/75 8911300 ≤ 6.5 920 720 800 2 x G 1 ¼ 72.0
VS 2-2/95 8911400 ≤ 8.0 920 720 800 2 x G 1 ¼ 76.0

Control unit with 1 pump

Control unit with 2 pumps

p0  = Setting value on the control 
= static height + evaporation pressure + 0.2 bar (recommended) 

* According to maximum possible setting value - temperature control 105 ºC, in accordance with DIN EN 12828
** Installation in the system's return line, diaphragm load of expansion vessels max. 70 ºC. Please consult us for permanent temperatures of ≤ 0 ºC.

•  Pump-controlled pressurisation system with integral water-make-up 
and degassing for heating and cooling water systems

•  A Variomat always consists of the control unit, the expansion vessel 
and a connection set

•  Larger expansion volumes can be implemented, both in accordance 
with large vessels as well as through a serial circuit of a basic tank and 
one or several secondary vessels

Variomat with VS 2-2/60 control unit and VG 500 basic vessel

Variomat control units

H

DB

H

DB
Variomat VS 2-1/60 Variomat VS 2-2/95

Technical data



VG basic vessel
VF secondary  
vessel*
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Ø D Ø D

HH

h h

VG basic vessel VF secondary vessel

Variomat vessels

Type
 

Article no. Article no. Ø D
mm

H
mm

h
mm

Connection Weight 
kg

200 8600011 8610000 634 1060 146 G 1 41.4
300 8600111 8610100 634 1360 146 G 1 52.2
400 8600211 8610200 740 1345 133 G 1 72.2
500 8600311 8610300 740 1560 133 G 1 81.8
600 8600411 8610400 740 1810 133 G 1 96.8
800 8600511 8610500 740 2275 133 G 1 109.9

1000 Ø 740 8600611 8610600 740 2685 133 G 1 156.0

1000 Ø 1000 8600705 8610705 1000 2130 350 G 1 292.8
1500 8600905 8610905 1200 2130 350 G 1 320.0
2000 8601005 8611005 1200 2590 350 G 1 565.0
3000 8601205 8611205 1500 2590 380 G 1 795.0
4000 8601305 8611305 1500 3160 380 G 1 1080.0
5000 8601405 8611405 1500 3695 380 G 1 1115.0

*  Optional

•  Approval in accordance with the Pressure Equipment 
Directive 97/23/EC

• Replaceable bladder in accordance with DIN EN 13831
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Pressurisation systems

Technical data

Variomat G 1 connection set

Variomat connection set

•  For connecting Variomat single pump systems to VG basic vessels 
with protected shut-offs and screw connections 

•  For connecting Variomat two-pump systems to VG basic vessels 

VG vessel (Ø/mm) Article no. Weight (kg)
480–740 6940100 2.0

1000-1500 6940200 3.0

VG vessel (Ø/mm) Article no. Weight (kg)
480–740 6940300 2.0

1000-1500 6940400 3.0



Accessories
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Thermal insulation for Variomat vessels (Chilled Water Installations)

Variomat VS 2-2/60 with VG 500 basic 
vessel and VW 500 thermal insulation

Type
 

Article no. Ø D
mm

H
mm

h
mm

Connection Weight 
kg

200 7985700 634 1060 146 G 1 3.0
300 7986000 634 1360 146 G 1 3.5
400 7995600 740 1345 133 G 1 4.5
500 7983900 740 1560 133 G 1 5.5
600 7995700 740 1810 133 G 1 6.0
800 7993800 740 2275 133 G 1 8.0

1000 Ø 740 7993900 740 2685 133 G 1 8.0

1000 Ø 1000 7986800 1000 2130 350 G 1 10.0
1500 7987000 1200 2130 350 G 1 12.5
2000 7987100 1200 2590 350 G 1 15.0
3000 7993200 1500 2590 380 G 1 16.0
4000 7993300 1500 3160 380 G 1 18.0
5000 7993400 1500 3695 380 G 1 24.0

VW thermal insulation* for 
VG basic vessels

*  Optional

Commissioning (optional) by Reflex Customer Service 
Single-pump system Article no.: 7945600 
Dual-pump system Article no.: 7945630 

•  50 mm flexible foam insulation with laminated orange PU cladding 
with zip fastener
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Pressurisation systems

Technical data
Variomat Giga

Variomat Giga control units

•  Pump-controlled pressurisation system with integral water-
make-up and degassing (RL ≤ 70 °C) for heating and cooling 
water systems

• With 2 pumps and 2 overflow valves
• Max. excess operating pressure 16 bar
• Max. flow temperature 120 ºC*
• Max. operating temperature 0–70 ºC**
• Sound level approx. 55 dB
• Pump connection DN 80/PN 16 
• Basic vessel connection DN 80/PN 6
• Water make-up connection Rp ½
• Control Touch as standard

Type Article no. Electrical  
power kW

Voltage for hydraulic 
model

Height
mm

Width
mm

Depth
mm

GS 1.1 8912500 2.20 230 V/50Hz GH 50/GH 70 1200 1170 1020
GS 3 8912600 6.60 400 V/50Hz GH 90/GH 100 1200 1170 830

Type Article no. p0

bar
Height

mm
Width
mm

Depth
mm

GH 50 8931000 ≤ 4.0 1200 1170 830
GH 70 8932000 ≤ 6.0 1200 1170 830
GH 90 8931400 ≤ 8.0 1200 1170 830
GH 100 8931200   ≤ 9.5 1200 1170 830

Control modules

Hydraulic modules

p0  = Setting value on the control 
= static height + evaporation pressure + 0.2 bar (recommended) 

* According to maximum possible setting value - temperature control 105 ºC, in accordance with DIN EN 12828
** Installation in the system's return line, diaphragm load of expansion vessels max. 70 ºC. Please consult us for permanent temperatures of ≤ 0 ºC.

•  Pump-controlled pressure maintenance for higher outputs and 
pressures, in district heating schemes and industrial heating and 
cooling supplies

•  Designed for the highest level of reliability
•  Special systems for temperatures > 110°C and vessel volumes of up to 

20,000 litres possible
•  A Variomat Giga always consists of the control unit, the hydraulic 

module, basic vessel and, if necessary, further options
•  Larger expansion volumes can be implemented, both in accordance 

with large vessels as well as through a serial circuit of a basic vessel 
and one or several secondary vessels

H

DB

Optional: Larger control units and hydraulic modules available subject to pressure and flow requirements.
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Commissioning (optional) by Reflex Customer Service Article no.: 7945630 

Variomat Giga vessels

Type
 

Article no. Article no. Ø D
mm

H
mm

h
mm

h1
mm

A Weight 
kg

1000 8920105 8930105 1000 2130 285 305 DN 65/PN 6 330.0
1500 8920305 8930305 1200 2130 285 305 DN 65/PN 6 465.0
2000 8920405 8930405 1200 2590 285 305 DN 65/PN 6 565.0
3000 8920605 8930605 1500 2590 314 335 DN 65/PN 6 795.0
4000 8920705 8930705 1500 3160 314 335 DN 65/PN 6 1080.0
5000 8920805 8930805 1500 3695 314 335 DN 65/PN 6 1115.0

GG basic vessel
GF secondary  
vessel*

*  Optional 10,000 ltr vessels available

Ø D

H

h

Ø D

H

h1

GG basic vessel GF secondary vessel

•  Approval in accordance with the Pressure Equipment 
Directive 97/23/EC

•  Replaceable butyl bladder in accordance with  
DIN EN 13831

Optional: Larger control units and hydraulic modules available subject to pressure and flow requirements.
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Pressurisation systems

Accessories
I/O modules

•  Two additional analogue outputs for controlling pressure and level 
•  Six freely programmable digital inputs 
•  Six freely programmable floating inputs
•  Standard in the GS 3 Variomat Giga controller
•  Voltage supply 230 V/50 Hz 

Article no.: 8997700 

Giga Connect

•  To extend output and for parallel switching of 2 hydraulically directly connected Variomat Giga systems 

On request

Master-Slave Connect

SV1 safety valve

•  Software modification for operating up to 10 Variomat systems in a 
hydraulic connection to a distance of 1000 m 

Article no.: 7859100 

•  For additional protection of GG and GF vessels at nominal heating 
outputs >10.5 MW 

Article no.: 6942100 
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Quick coupler (optional)

Secured shut-off of slave tanks, PN 10/120 °C

R 1 x 1   Article no.: 7613100 

Bus modules 

•  For data exchange between the control (RS 485) and the central building control system BMS
•  Voltage supply 230 V/50 Hz

LonWorks Digital Article no.: 8860000 
LonWorks Article no.: 8860100 
Profibus-DP Article no.: 8860200 
Ethernet/Modbus Article no.: 8860300 

•  Signals in the event of diaphragm rupture in the Variomat vessels, Refix DT, DE and 
Reflex G from 60 litres 

•  Consisting of an electrode relay and an electrode (factory-fitted)
•  Voltage supply 230 V/50 Hz
• Floating output (changeover switch)
•  Recommended 1 device for each vessel 

Article no.: 7857700 

Diaphragm rupture detector



Reflex Winkelmann GmbH
Gersteinstrasse 19 

59227 Ahlen, Germany

Tel.: +49 2382 7069-0
Fax: +49 2382 7069-588

www.reflex.de
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